Automotive
Teaching Equipment
Teaching equipment for classroom and workshop

technolab.org

TECHNOLAB Automotive Teaching Equipment
…comprises product lines for:
The Classroom
…comprises educational appliances and test stands for the theoretical education and practical training of car mechanics, -fitters, -electricians and -electronics mechanics. The training units are assembled mostly of genuine car parts
under close consideration of didactic and pedagogic requirements. A detailed description and operating instructions will
be furnished with every unit.
Our highly skilled and experienced research team stays in close contact with the practical and theoretical development
of automobile engineering thus ensuring the continual adaptation of our appliances to the state of art.
The Workshop
…comprises control panels and fault boards for the theoretical and practical training for car-mechanics, -electricians
and -electronics at a good value for money. The training units are assembled mostly of genuine car parts to support
the understanding of modern vehicle systems. Testing of components and their functions is available through the original service plug where applicable. A detailed description and operating instructions will be furnished with every unit.
Overhead and Cutaway Models
...comprises over 700 cutaway and overhead models of every system in a car.
For classroom teaching the transparent models for the overhead projector are a perfect means. These models are
manufactured from high quality acrylic glass, three millimeters thick and screwed together using galvanized M3 screws
and washers to give you years of enjoyment. The base plate on our models is 300 x 300 x 3 millimeters in size.
Our cutaway, assembly and functional models are an ideal complement to our range of overhead models. Once the
basic functional principles have been worked through using the overhead models, the cutaway original components can
then be used to explain the additional functions in more detail.
Laboratory Proposals
We are able to assist you with a proposal for your classroom and laboratory needs. Let us know your requirements and
we will send you a proposal to cover your syllabus.
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Training Packages

Training Package TP-LAB1 - Multimeter / Electrics / Electronics

Order no. 114010240

With this compact, versatile learning system students learn the basics of electrics
and electronics, electrical basic laws, basic circuits, electronic components and their
metrological function check. Even the correct measuring itself is focused as learning
topic. The Automotive Electrics Trainer gives step by step basic electrical laws and
circuit diagnosis. The use of automotive lamps in the basic circuits and the experience of their non-linear behavior is the first step toward practice.

Training Package TP-LAB2 - Oscilloscope / Sensors / Actuators

Order no. 114010250

Thanks to the diversity of the practical information and the real measured values
for the intact and defective vehicle, the present teaching system makes a decisive
contribution to the introduction of theory and practical service. This succeeds in
bridging the gap from pure theory to the complexity of modern vehicles. Measuring
itself is not missed out. Proper evaluation of signals and oscilloscope images allows
for the accurate determination of fault causes.

T-Varia Connect Starter Set analog TP-VAR1

Order no. 114020225

T-Varia Connect is ideal for assembling individual components into an overall system. Here trainees learn to read and create schematics, to assign terminal names,
and connecting the system accordingly. Theoretical knowledge can be applied and
tested on original automotive components in a realistic and clear manner.

T-Varia Connect Starter Set digital TP-VAR2

Order no. 114020235

This package has been designed for teaching bus basics technology. It is ideal as
an introduction to networked systems of modern vehicles. The components are to
be wired according to the original schematics, this way the function of the CAN-Bus
and LIN-Bus can be displayed impressively.

Training Package E-Mobility TP-EM01

Order no. 114030110

Using this training package future automotive mechatronics will receive extensive
knowledge on the subject of e-mobility. From safe handling of high-voltage vehicles
with the Automotive Safety Trainer to the different electric motors and generators,
everything is included in step with actual practice.

Training Package E-Mobility TP-EM02

Order no. 114030120

This training package consists of two functional models and a training vehicle and
the related e-learning courses companion. The practice course modules deepen and
complement the theory modules in a unique way.
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Electrics and Electronics

T-VARIA Front Lighting Full LED

Order no. 111011030

Car Lights in LED version complete with headlight range control. The system board
for car front lighting full LED is equipped with original components from the car.
These conform to the German road traffic regulations and are equipped with the
corresponding test numbers. This system board can be used to display all common
front headlights of a modern motor vehicle.

T-VARIA Front Lighting Headlight Range Control and Cornering Light

Order no. 111011060

This module panel expands your T-Varia system to all standard front lights of a
modern car including headlight leveling and static cornering light. In conjunction
with one of the T-Varia control panels like „Controls Analog“, „Controls CAN-Bus“
or „Bus Technology Basics“, this unit can be used and connected according to the
circuit diagram.

T-VARIA Controls

Order no. 111012050

This module panel represents the center of your T-Varia system in the field of
conventional central electrics. The combination with other system boards enables
versatile variants and configuration levels for the control of components which are
connected according to the circuit diagram.

T-VARIA Controls CAN-BUS

Order no. 111012550

The system board for car controls with CAN Bus is equipped with original components from the car. All components are wired in accordance with the original circuit
diagrams and fully functional. This makes it possible to represent the function of
the CAN Bus and the LIN Bus in an impressive manner. The opportunities for individual fault configuration are immense due to the numerous combination options.
This applies both in the conventional wiring and in the bus systems. Connections for
diagnostic device and computer. Specifications Control of existing lighting system
board is possible; thus ideal modification of your T-VARIA system All sta
T-VARIA Tail Lights CAN-BUS

Order no. 111013550

This module panel expands your T-Varia system to all standard rear lights of a modern car. In conjunction with the T-Varia control panel „Controls CAN-Bus“ or „Bus
Technology Basics“, this unit can be used and connected according to the circuit
diagram.

T-VARIA Basic Circuits

Order no. 111014050

This topic panel is designed as starting point into the practice exercises with the
T-Varia product family. The students apply the learned basics from the „Automotive
Electrics Trainer“, connect and use different automotive lamps in series and parallel,
and investigate the influence of cable lengths and cross sections, also in conjunction
with the lighting panels „Front Lighting“ and „Rear Lighting“.
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T-VARIA Preheating with Pressure Sensor

Order no. 111015500

The system panel is equipped with original components from the vehicle. In addition to three conventional glow plugs a modern glow plug with pressure sensor is
installed in a pressure chamber. In practice, this glow plug measures the pressure
in the engine combustionchamber by means of the built-in sensor, and reports it
to the engine-control electronics. These pressure signals facilitate compliance with
the increasingly stringentemission limits through the construction of a closed-loop
control. Thus, a significantly expanded functionality is given in the modern diesel
engine management.
T-VARIA Relay Circuits

Order no. 111016050

This module panel supplements many basic circuits to the lighting panels with additional relays. The most frequently occurring relays in a modern vehicle are used.
In addition to the extensive wiring according to schematics, the comfort indicator
function also improves your T-Varia analog basic equipment.

T-VARIA Windshield Wiper

Order no. 111020050

This module panel expands your T-Varia system to a conventional windshield wiper
system. The system is an ideal complement to your analog basic equipment and
deals with rotary electric motors with gear lever, wipe-wash interval relay and washer pump. The panel can also be operated individually.

T-VARIA Windshield Wiper LIN-Bus

Order no. 111020550

This module panel expands your T-Varia system to a modern windshield wiper
system. In conjunction with the control panel „Controls CAN-Bus“, this unit can be
controlled and connected to the network.

T-VARIA Car Alarm System

Order no. 111022000

Car alarm system with control unit, ultrasonic sensor and remote control. The WAECO MagicSafe MS 650 is installed on the system panel Alarm System. All components important for the operation of the alarm system in the vehicle are provided.
The MS 650 is a modern alarm system with ultrasonic interior monitoring. Every
door, the boot and the bonnet are additionally monitored. The setting and unsetting
of the system are controlled by remote control.

T-VARIA Parking Sensors

Order no. 111023050

Using this module panel you connect the PDC parking aid control unit according to
the circuit diagram as well as the ultrasonic sensors and acoustic warning device.
The system allows the metrological examination of the sonar-principle and the subsequent installation of parking sensors in a vehicle.
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T-VARIA Radio and Navigation

Order no. 111024000

The radio and navigation system panel is equipped with OEM components from the
car. Best used to get to know the basic circuits of a motor vehicle infotainment. The
selection of components is ideal for basic training.

T-VARIA Driver‘s Door

Order no. 111025550

This module panel expands your T-Varia system to the components of the driver‘s
door of a modern car. In connection with the control panel „Controls CAN-Bus‘, this
unit can be controlled and connected to the network. The terminals of all the components are available to connect and for measurements.

T-VARIA Trailer

Order no. 111027050

This module panel expands your T-Varia system to all typical trailer lights of a
modern car. In conjunction with one of the T-Varia panels ‚Rear lighting‘ or ‚Rear
lighting CAN-Bus‘, this unit can be used and connected according to the circuit
diagram.

T-VARIA Basic Bus Technology

Order no. 111031050

This module panel is ideally suited to initiate the transition from conventional
circuits to networked systems. The magic to control with the same switch, on only
a single line, several lights - impressively shows the underlying principle. Insert
addresses determined for the control units and send free messages. At the outputs
connect your existing T-Varia lighting panels or use the built-in LED lights.

T-VARIA Automotive Safety Trainer

Order no. 111045000

Safety when handling high-voltage vehicles. With this flexible system you are
training safely different manufacturers methods. Virtually every car manufacturer
has a high-voltage vehicle in his range today. Knowing the different manufacturer‘s
instructions and methods is therefore essential.

Automotive Sensor Technology Trainer

Order no. 112020130

This subject summary takes into consideration the fact that all electronic vehicles
systems record the actual value of a partial system under consideration with
sensors. Sensors convert non-electrical physical values like positions of actuators,
temperatures, pressure, brightness, etc. to electrical voltage that is decrypted by a
control device.
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Automotive Actuator Trainer

Order no. 112020140

The system comprises all required components; it is compact, can be used at once,
and permits free wiring. The focus of the pedagogically valuable course documents
is on car diagnosis. On the output side of an electronic control or regulation system,
the assessment results of the microprocessor can be measured as actuator control
voltages.

Automotive Measurement Multimeter Trainer

Order no. 112020210

Innovative laboratory trainer for the development of electric and electronic foundations for the safe handling of the multimeter as a diagnostic tool in the automotive
service workshop.

Automotive Oscilloscope Trainer

Order no. 112020220

Innovative laboratory trainer for the development of electric and electronic foundations for the safe handling of the oscilloscope as a diagnostic tool in the automotive
service workshop.

Automotive Inverter Trainer

Order no. 112020310

The inverter, also called power electronics, converts the DC voltage of the high-voltage battery into AC voltage for the electric motor. The innovative laboratory trainer
allows detailed investigation of this conversion and control of an electric motor.

Automotive DC/DC Converter Trainer

Order no. 112020320

DC/DC voltage converters are the link between high-voltage batteries and
three-phase machines. The innovative laboratory trainer for step-down and step-up
conversion enables the detailed study of this interaction.

Automotive Bus Systems Basics Trainer

Order no. 112031000

This system is specifically designed to teach basics of bus technology. It is ideal for
introduction into networked systems in modern vehicles. It has two transmitter and
receiver units. Each unit can be given an address, such as those used in automotive
ECUs. The transmitter can be customized 2 x 4 bits to send messages over a single
bus line. These messages can be measured with an oscilloscope and recorded. On
the receiver side 8 outputs can be connected to LED‘s, which correspond to a typical vehicle lighting.
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Electrics and Electronics

Automotive Safety Trainer

Order no. 112045000

Safety when handling high-voltage vehicles. With this flexible system you are training safely different manufacturers methods. Virtually every car manufacturer has
a high-voltage vehicle in the program today. Knowing the different manufacturer‘s
instructions and methods is therefore essential.

Generator Battery Charging Trainer with Multifunction Controller

Order no. 115030300

State-of-the-art generators for car electricity supply are equipped with highly variable multifunctional controllers. They enable a great number of useful functions
when operating a generator.

Starter Test Stand (Desktop Model)

Order no. 115050000

The teaching device starter test stand the principle of a starter can be explained in
an impressive way. All necessary components for functioning in the car are installed
on the system. The starter can be slowed with a clutch equipped dial to a complete
standstill. The resulting currents can be measured via the built-in ammeter. From
these values, the performance of the starter can be determined by calculation. The
test stand is operated via a conventional 12 V car battery.

T-Battery Simulator

Order no. 115055000

Flexible teaching system for the safe training of the high-voltage deactivation and
the function of the inverter in conjunction with a high-voltage battery. It includes a
battery unit and an inverter box that is connected with a 5 meter cable.

Lighting Board Central Electrics CAN-BUS wired

Order no. 116900950

Training stand „Networked Systems“, with optional e-learning companion course.
The practical course modules deepen and complement the theory modules in a
unique way. This training rig was built from original parts and components of the
VW Golf 6. By realistic representation of the components and their compounds the
original documents and wiring diagrams can be used.

Lighting Board Central Electrics Bi-Xenon Cornering Light

Order no. 179300102

This training stand is especially developed for practical use in the appropriate learning fields. Original Components VW Golf 6.In addition to the wiring according to
the circuit diagram, the diagnosis and programming using workshop tester via OBD
is also possible. The necessary connections between the control unit and the components must be made according to the wiring diagram by the trainees themselves.
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Door Module

Order no. 179300201

Optional component to the Lighting Boards Central Electrics (not a stand alone
unit). The door module is mounted on a mobile stand made of aluminum profile
with three castors.

Network System CAN-BUS wired - ecoline

Order no. 179400180

Fully functional CAN–Bus network system is installed in a mobile aluminum frame.
The educational training system is based on OEM components of Mercedes Benz.
The stand is equipped with a functional CAN Gateway 2.0 system. The system
allows students to learn about the structure of CAN gateway systems, study its
components and operation modes, perform various measurements, tests and other
diagnostic procedures.

Auto Lighting System Board including alternator

Order no. 527100002

Self contained, fully operational Automotive Lighting System, manufactured using
real components. Demonstration board using original components including headlights, side lights, indicators and spotlights. The alternator is motor driven via a
special controller to demonstrate the charging circuit. The system is powered by a
12 V DC battery for the electrical circuit and by 240 V AC for the speed controlled
motor.

Auto Electrical System

Order no. 527100006

Self contained, fully operational Automotive Electrical System, manufactured using
real components. Demonstration board using original components including headlights, side lights, indicators and spotlights. The alternator is motor driven via a
special controller to demonstrate the charging circuit. A fully operational 12 V DC
starter motor and a contact breaker ignition are also included on the board. The
system is powered by a 12 V DC battery for the electrical circuit and by 240 V AC
for the speed controlled motor.

Automotive Electric Chassis Trainer including CB ignition

Order no. 529900079

This training aid is electrically equivalent to a standard motor car and provides
an ideal means of instruction and training in all aspects of automotive electrical
systems. This simulator is designed for maximum accessibility, making it easy to
demonstrate to students for the working functions of the various components. In all
electrical aspects the simulator behaves like a standard motor car and normal test
procedures may be carried out as on a car. The electrical units have ‘faults’ built
into them, each one controlled by a switch on the fault panels.

Teaching Model Dashboard VW Golf

Order no. 530420200

The model is made up of a genuine Golf dashboard. The model optionally includes
an error circuit. The diagnosis plug for measurements at the airbag, comfort control
or dashboard unit is present. Delivery including repair guide and circuit diagram.
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Diagnostic Trainer for Hybrid Motor Vehicle Drive Systems

Order no. 112030000

Sound training in hybrid technology. The new and innovative training platform is
ideally suited to the requirements for the placement of solid knowledge about hybrid vehicles. The modular and networkable concept allows catchy sub-examination
and comparison of all the known hybrid drive systems in the motor vehicle.

Common Rail Diesel Injection System with Piezo - proline

Order no. 117036000

This teaching and functional stand with piezo injection technology shows all Specifications, conditions, errors and measuring values as in the original engine and
allows their examination. Complete test stand, can be moved on lab carts, with
transfer module for student circuit diagram measuring desks / error switchgear and
PC interface.representation in screen

Direct Fuel Injection - EFI (Toyota) - proline

Order no. 138040250

Direct fuel injection - EFI (Toyota) With this teaching and training rig all functions
and processes, errors and measuring values can be demonstrated and examined
without emissions as they are in the original engine. All original parts and required components are clearly arranged in the IPO-principle on the color printed front
panel. The required power supply, wiring and component configuration are already
integrated into the system and preset, ready for operation. This means the system
can be put into operation immediately upon setup.

Direct Petrol Injection TSI (VW) - proline

Order no. 138072250

Petrol Direct Injection - TSI (VW) - proline With this teaching and training rig all
functions and processes, errors and measuring values can be demonstrated and
examined without emissions as they are in the original engine. All original parts and
required components are clearly arranged in the IPO-principle on the color printed
front panel. The required power supply, wiring and component configuration are
already integrated into the system and preset, ready for operation. This means the
system can be put into operation immediately upon setup.

Lambda Probe Trainer with Discrete Level Probes and Broadband Probe

Order no. 156012000

Operation of 3 lambda probes at the same time. This allows every probe to be considered individually or simultaneously in connection with the others.

Automatic Transmission - AT (Opel) - proline

Order no. 175020250

Teaching and training rig with unique planetary gear sets of a mechanically-electronically controlled automatic transmission. All functions and processes, errors and
measuring values can be demonstrated and examined as they are in the original
system. All original parts and required components are clearly arranged in the
IPO-principle on the color printed front panel. The required power supply, wiring
and component configuration are already integrated into the system and preset,
ready for operation. This means the system can be put into operation immediately
upon setup.
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Dual-clutch gearbox - DSG (VW) - proline

Order no. 175030250

Teaching and training rig with six-speed direct shift gearbox with wet clutch,
switching unit and an integrated camera. All functions and processes, errors and
measuring values can be demonstrated and examined as they are in the original
system. All original parts and required components are clearly arranged in the
IPO-principle on the color printed front panel. The required power supply, wiring
and component configuration are already integrated into the system and preset,
ready for operation. This means the system can be put into operation immediately
upon setup.
Running engine VW (MPI / FSI / TSI / TDI)

Order no. 179301290

Engine training stand VW engine OBD, 4-cylinder built on an aluminum frame profile with 4 large castors and all original components, including valves, controls, immobilizer, ignition, wiring harness, diagnostic plug, fuel pump, fuel gauge, complete
exhaust system with turbocharger. Rotating or hot engine parts are protected. All
motors are used engines with low mileage, incl. The circuit diagram and self-study
guide VW.

Dynamometer Eddy Current Brake

Order no. 140015300

The THEPRA educational appliance DREHMOMESS Engine Dynamometer was developed specifically for purposes of teaching and for other measurements of engine
output. The appliance is designed as a eddie current brake. The magnetic effect
uses up the engine power; the rotating torque is transformed into a locked rotor
torque and measured. The energy is transformed into heat. The engine output is
transmitted by the drive shaft. The Drehmomess is lightweight and compact. By
means of an intermediate flange, it is screwed to the clutch bell housing and centered.
Cutaway Model FSI - Belt Replacement

Order no. 179400132

Training motor model for changing the different belt drives.Educational training
engine model is based on original components of the vehicle. This cutaway model
painted with different colors to better differentiate the various parts and cross-sections.

Cutaway Model CR - Belt Replacement

Order no. 179400133

Training motor model for changing the different belt drives.Educational training
engine model is based on original components of the vehicle. This cutaway model
painted with different colors to better differentiate the various parts and cross-sections.

FORD Duratec Sigma CAN-BUS

Order no. 525807852

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.
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OPEL / GM 1.4 - 1.8l Eco-Tec 16V Simtec 56.1 CAN-BUS

Order no. 525807876

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.

TOYOTA Yaris VVTI

Order no. 525807895

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.

FORD 1.8 Turbo Diesel

Order no. 525808715

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.

VW / AUDI 1.9 TDI Turbo Diesel Injection EDC

Order no. 525809303

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.

PEUGEOT/Citroen HDI Bosch Common Rail Diesel Injection

Order no. 525809404

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.

VW / AUDI 1.9 TDI Turbo Diesel Injection PD

Order no. 525809505

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.
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OPEL/GM 1.9 CDTI CAN-BUS

Order no. 525809606

Self contained fully operational Petrol and Diesel Engine Rigs. Complete with start,
charge, fuel, air-intake, cooling and exhaust systems. Petrol and diesel engine rigs
are manufactured to replicate the engine bay of the donor vehicle. Engines can be
supplied with fault insertion boards, this allows a range of open circuit and high
resistance faults to be inserted, designed to aid teaching diagnostics, fault finding
and troubleshooting. Diagnostic sockets are fitted to the engine rigs as appropriate.
Optional Fault Board available.

TOYOTA Yaris TCCS

Order no. 527220260

Self contained, fully operational Fuel Injection Board. Complete with all actuators
and sensors. Manufactured using components from the original engine build. Components arranged for ease of use and identification. Available in dry running, using
LED’s to indicate injection operation. Diagnostic sockets fitted (OBD II).

PSA HDI

Order no. 527220340

Self contained, fully operational Fuel Injection Board. Complete with all actuators
and sensors. Manufactured using components from the original engine build. Components arranged for ease of use and identification. Available in dry running, using
LED’s to indicate injection operation. Diagnostic sockets fitted (OBD II).

Diesel Pre-heat Glow-Plug System

Order no. 527800001

Full working Diesel pre-heat system made from genuine car parts. The trainer
comprises genuine components including glow plugs, command switches and an
ammeter. The system is supplied by a 12V = car battery.

Ignition System, hall Effect (GM/VAG)

Order no. 529100115

Self contained, fully operational Ignition Turret trainer, manufactured using real
components. Operation of the Ignition System can be observed through the transparent spark plug cover. A variable spark plug gap adjuster will aid in the demonstration of how voltage is affected by an increased air gap. With the use of timing
light, timing advance and retard can be observed, effected by variable speed and
vacuum control. Open circuit and high resistance faults are included on these trainers to aid diagnostic training.

Ignition System, FORD DIS

Order no. 529100130

Self contained, fully operational Ignition Turret trainer, manufactured using real
components. Operation of the Ignition System can be observed through the transparent spark plug cover. A variable spark plug gap adjuster will aid in the demonstration of how voltage is affected by an increased air gap. With the use of timing
light, timing advance and retard can be observed, effected by variable speed and
vacuum control. Open circuit and high resistance faults are included on these trainers to aid diagnostic training.
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Front-Axle Model

Order no. 120010300

Front-Axle Model for adjustments with rack and pinion steering. The following
settings are possible: Toe in, Toe out, Toe-angle, Positive camber, Negative camber,
Spread, Follow-up, Change of the steering trapezoid, Representation of restoring
forces. The training stand has angle indicator which can be positioned at various
locations. All functions can be changed without tools via eccentric disks, knurled
nuts and quick release closures.

Front-Axle Model with Laser Measuring Device

Order no. 120010100

Theory and practice meet each other perfectly. With the new combination of the
THEPRA Front-Axle Model, which is fully adjustable, and the high-precision laser
tracking measuring device, which also provides a valuable service in normal daily
workshop, succeeds a fusion of theoretical understanding with practical application.
Based on the model, the complex suspension geometry can easily be understood.
At the same time the trace laser shows how the impact of certain changes in the
suspension geometry can be easily measured and corrected.

Electromechanical Power Steering

Order no. 179300105

Functional model of an original electromechanical power steering... In this functional model of an original electromechanical power steering the components are
exposed within the steering housing in order to demonstrate for example the operation of the double drive pinion. Because of the extremely high forces on all moving
parts and rotating the open areas were fitted with transparent covers for safety.
More representable functions are active reset in the directional stability as well as
the controlled demand for power consumption for reduction in fuel consumption.

Steering and Suspension Trainer (FORD), hydraulic

Order no. 528200001

Fully operational, self contained Steering & Suspension trainer. Manufactured
using original components and arranged as per the original vehicle. Suitable for all
manufacturers‘ alignment test procedures. The Steering and Suspension trainer
comes complete with sub frames, torsion bar, wishbones, suspension legs, front
hub assembly and rack and pinion steering rack. The Steering and Suspension trainer offers an enhanced training resource, hands on training with real components,
greater understanding for the student with out the constraints of the modern motor
vehicle.
Steering and Suspension Trainer (TOYOTA), electric

Order no. 528200002

Fully operational, self contained Steering & Suspension trainer. Manufactured
using original components and arranged as per the original vehicle. Suitable for all
manufacturers‘ alignment test procedures. The Steering and Suspension trainer
comes complete with sub frames, torsion bar, wishbones, suspension legs, front
hub assembly and rack and pinion steering rack. The Steering and Suspension trainer offers an enhanced training resource, hands on training with real components,
greater understanding for the student with out the constraints of the modern motor
vehicle.
Vehicle Dynamics Control proline (ABS, EDS, ASR, ESP)

Order no. 136035250

Vehicle Dynamics Control - proline (ABS, EDS, ASR, ESP) With this teaching
and training rig all functions and processes, errors and measuring values can be
demonstrated and examined as they are in the original brake system with vehicle
dynamics control. The fully functional brake system brakes the individual wheels
depending on operating and control conditions. Regular braking, ABS, ASR, EDS,
ESP or individual wheels. All original parts and required components are clearly
arranged in the IPO-principle on the color printed front panel.
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Brakes and Chassis

ABS/ASR Braking System - ecoline

Order no. 136038500

Fully functional ABS/ASR electronic braking system Bosch 5.3 installed in a mobile aluminum frame. The system is based on OEM components of VW. The system
allows students to learn about the structure of ABS/ASR control systems, study its
components and operation modes, perform various measurements, tests and other
diagnostic procedures.

Hydraulic Dual-circuit Brake - ecoline

Order no. 136022500

The braking system is equipped with modular original components of a variable
usable two-circuit hydraulic brake. The individual components and the arrangement
of the components allow the testing of conventional axle partition well as studies
of the technical conditions for diagonal brake circuit breakdown. The module plates
are any exchange or expanded. The identification of pedal power is built tube Appiano Show manometer.

Brake Rig FORD Disc & Drums

Order no. 522900160

Self contained, fully operational Brake Rig, Cross diagonal hydraulic circuit. Indicator lamps fitted for handbrake and foot brake operation. Complete with master
cylinder and servo, disc / drum assembly (depending on the model), handbrake
and foot brake. Fully portable, suitable for classroom demonstrator and practical
exercise in the workshop. Optional indicator lamp for handbrake and foot brake.
The Brake Rig offers an enhanced training resource, hands-on training with real
components and greater understanding for the student with out the constraints of
the modern motor vehicle.
EBS Air Brake System - Tractor

Order no. 136020000

WABCO System - A ready to use function model including voltage regulated 24 Volt
(0-30 V) 30 amp switching power supply, self-closing safety pneumatic clutches on
all components, all required hose connections, data sheets, circuit diagram, manual
and operating instructions.

EBS Air Brake System - Trailer

Order no. 136020100

WABCO System - aready to use and wheeled functional model including voltage
regulated 24 Volt (0-30 V) 30 amp switching power supply, self-closing safety pneumatic clutches on all components, all required hose connections, data sheets, circuit
diagram, Manual and Operating Instructions The structure of the trailer air brake
system consists exclusively of original components of WABCO. To illustrate the EBS
control processes the function model has two electrically driven wheel assemblies to
simulate the trailer axle.

Wheel Alignment Trainer

Order no. 529200001

Adjustable wheel alignment trainer based on a GM/OPEL Vectra, 2005 onwards.
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Safety and Comfort

Air Conditioning - Electronically Controlled

Order no. 116800100

Operation, function and maintenance can be developed using practical examples.
Can be moved on lab cart 125, with transfer module for student circuit diagram
measuring desks / error switchgear. This teaching and function stand can be used
to explain and examine all Specifications, conditions, errors and measuring values
as in the original system.

Training Model Climatronic with Auxiliary Heater

Order no. 179300110

This training stand was built with original parts and components of the dual zone
Climatronic from the VW Golf 6. The arrangement is of the components is according
to the vehicle. The connections of all functionally relevant sensors and actuators
and the control units and components of the cooling circuit are original compounds,
such as in the vehicle. This allows you to work with original manufacturer‘s documentation and schematics. Most of the original components are a easily accessible
or exposed. Using the OBD interface common workshops diagnostic systems can be
connected.
Climatronic R134a

Order no. 523300001

Fully operational climate control trainer manufactured using original components.
Including evaporator, compressor, condenser, associated pipe work, climate control
and electronic control. The system is powered by a 12 V DC battery for the electrical circuit and by 240 V AC for the speed controlled motor.

Alarm Immobilizer & Central Locking Training Unit

Order no. 521900001

Self
contained, fully operational Alarm Immobilizer and Central Locking
system trainer. Complete with door lock assemblies, alarm and immobilizer modules,
key pad entry, high frequency plip or infra-red remote. Designed to
understand
the operating principles of an alarm and immobilizer system. Pin-out facility on all
sensors and actuators Ø2mm sockets enabling real-time values to be taken without
compromising the wiring harness. Operation of the remote entry, central locking
and engine immobilizer system can be observed during the operation of the Alarm
and Immobilizer Trainer.
SRS Airbag Trainer - ecoline

Order no. 179400160

Fully functional supplemental restraint system is installed in a mobile aluminum frame. The educational training system is based on OEM components of VW. The stand
is equipped with a functional car safety system SRS BOSCH AB 8.4 (Airbag). The
system allows students to learn about the structure of a supplemental restraint system, study its components and operation modes, perform various measurements,
tests and other diagnostic procedures.

Airbag Training Model

Order no. 530421000

The model consists mainly of original components of a Golf V airbag system with
front-lateral-head airbag. The model consists of inflammable airbag/belt pretensioner units. Thus, safe handling / troubleshooting is possible. An error switchgear
can be integrated in the model. The diagnosis plug for measurements at the airbag
control unit and combination instrument and gateway are present. All models are
delivered incl. repair guideline and current diagram.
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Educational Vehicles

Training Car Hybrid Technology - half

Order no. 179405000

Educational fully operational functional model with hybrid petrol / electric system...
This functional model is as an alternative for a complete vehicle, just in space
saving version, and it has the same advantages of a complete car. The functional
model made from Toyota Prius II, by separation of body just after the B-pillars. In
the front end all the components like engine air conditioning system and other components remain fully functional. The functional model remains mobile with the help
of additional swivel casters.

Training Car Hybrid Technology - half, no roof

Order no. 179405001

Educational fully operational functional model with hybrid petrol / electric system...
This functional model is as an alternative for a complete vehicle, just in space
saving version, and it has the same advantages of a complete car. The functional
model made from Toyota Prius II, by separation of body just after the B-pillars. In
the front end all the components like engine air conditioning system and other components remain fully functional. The functional model remains mobile with the help
of additional swivel casters.

Training Car MPI / FSI / TSI / TDI

Order no. 179405500

This functional model is a great educational tool that allows students to learn
the components of the system, air conditioning system, ABS / ESP system, SRS
AIRBAG system and other systems and its components, operation modes, various
measurements, tests and other diagnostic procedures.

Chassis Trainer PIAGGIO

Order no. 523910315

These trainers are brand new vehicles that have had the body removed and have
been otherwise specially modified so that all parts, components and wiring are
easily accessible for student work. These units are ideal for training and performing practical exercises such as steering and wheel alignment, tune up, lubrication
servicing, brake adjustment, electrical troubleshooting and studying general system
characteristics.

Training Vehicle Agricultural Technology Common Rail

Order no. 179406100

This functional model allows students to learn the components of the system, operating modes, different measurements, tests and other diagnostic procedures. The
brand-new tractor is specially modified for training purposes, equipped with fault
simulation, test sockets and easy access to major components.
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Cutaway Models

Hybrid Car (TOYOTA Prius),with LED lamps

Turbocharger with Variable Blade Geometry

Order no. 519201103

Order no. 810001197
Function of the turbine and blower wheels.
Adjustment of the guide
vanes by means of the
adjusting ring. Chargingpressure control via the
vacuum cell by turning
the adjusting ring.

This is a cut-away model
of automobile chassis
called „Hybrid System
Car“. The model is sectioned to show its component parts and operation
mechanism. Students
can easily understand
and observe automotive mechanism, such as
engine generator, motor,
reduction gear and drive
shaft.
Model-Case: Cylinder Heads

Mercedes-Benz A-Class Common-Rail Engine

Order no. 810001214

Order no. 810001250
Cutaway model of a
cylinder head with 2
valves in sequence with
2 rocker arms, Cutaway
model of a cylinder head
with 2 valves (transverse
arrangement), Cutaway
model of a cylinder head
with 3 and 4 valves,
Whole cylinder head
without valves, Camshaft
bearing and various valve
springs,

A superlative engine with
the latest technique. The
engine is driven by a
220V geared motor, all
the assemblies also run.
The start can be engaged, the transmission
shifted.

Common-Rail Injection

ABC (Active Body Control) Suspension Strut

Order no. 810001258

Order no. 810001275
On this model board, the
most important elements
of the common rail
injection unit can be set
up and connected to fuel
lines. The fuel is fed by
the feed pipe (gear wheel
pump, cutaway) to the
high-pressure pump.

Active suspension and
attenuation system with
hydraulic cylinder, helical
spring and attenuator.
.Behind the cutaway
spring, the hydraulic
cylinder (plunger) for
level regulation, the attenuator and, in the hollow
piston rod, the suspension strut control device
are easily visible.

Generator, Water-Cooled

Steering Gear with Electric Steering

Order no. 810001279

Order no. 810001301
For large outputs (above
2 kW), water-cooled
generators are used
nowadays. The following
components are easy to
recognise: Water jacket
in the outer part of the
housing, Field and anchor
coiling, Output and exciter diodes, Stand and
anchor. The moving parts
of the generator are easy
to turn.
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Functions: Sequence of
movements in steering
gear, Ratio in steering
gear , Support of the
steering forces by an
electric motor.
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Cutaway Models

Hydraulic Unit ESP

Rear Light with LED‘s

Order no. 810001302

Order no. 810001316
Cutaway are: Electric
motor of the high-pressure and return pump,
Solenoid valves, Miscellaneous oil channels.
Plungers of the pump
move when the electric
motor turns.

In the housing, a certain
number of diodes have
been switched together
to form a construction
unit in accordance with
the necessary lighting
strength and the required
light colour. As a result
of this multiple provision,
the probability of failure
of the overall function is
minimised.

ZF Active Steering

Cylinder Head with Direct Petrol Injection (GDI)

Order no. 810001317

Order no. 810001319
This system essentially
comprises a rack-and-pinion power steering, a
planetary transmission,
an electric motor, some
sensors and a control
unit. The additional degree of freedom makes
continuous variation of
the steering ratio as a
function of the situation
possible.

This is a Mercedes
cylinder head with 4
valves. One valve had to
be cutaway in order to
show the injection valve
and the spark plug. The
following can be shown:
Function of the 3 remaining valves, Function
of the hydraulic valve
tappet, Function on inlet
and outlet channels.

Two-Stage Turbocharger (Bi-Turbo)

Diesel-Powered Industrial Motor

Order no. 810001327

Order no. 810001330
Both turbochargers, control flaps and the freshair valve. The turbines
and throttle valves can
be moved. Exhaust air,
fresh air and oil channels
are accentuated in colour.

This engine is a 1-cylinder naturally aspirated
diesel engine with balancer shaft and bottom-mounted camshaft.
The engine can be turned
easily. Cutaway are:
engine case, cylinder,
cylinder head, injection
nozzle, injection pump,
starter, muffler, air filter
and rotor.

Disc Brake with Parking Brake

Seven-speed direct shift transmission wet

Order no. 810001333

Order no. 810001335
Cutaway are: brake
callipers, brake piston,
adjustment mechanism.
The function of the
parking brake can be
demonstrated by turning
the lever.
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The transmission can be
turned easily and the
gears can be changed by
handor compressed air.
The shift lock is functional. The function of the
clutch can bedemonstrated by pressing the disks
together. The transmission is mounted on atable
stand.
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Cutaway Models

High-Pressure Pump (Petrol Direct Injection)

Cylinder Head with Piezo Injector

Order no. 810001337

Order no. 810001339
The latest generation
of high-pressure petrol
pumps from Bosch, which
can beused for fuel pressures of more than 200
bar. Tappet and solenoid
can clearly beseen. The
tappet can be moved.

This cylinder head
originates from the OM
651engine from Mercedes Benz and is fitted
in almostall common
Mercedes Benz models.
The following are easy to
recognise: Valves, Glow
plug, Injector, Hydraulic
tappet, Water channels,
Inlet and outlet channels.
The valves canbe moved
easily.

Starter Alternator (Micro-Hybrid)

AMG SLS 7-Speed Dual-Clutch Transmission

Order no. 810001340

Order no. 810001346
The STARS system is
able to switch the engine offat a red light or
in a traffic jam and to
restart theengine almost
imperceptibly as soon as
the brake isreleased.

This is a 7-speed
dual-clutch transmission from GETRAG in
transaxle construction
with self-locking differential. Shift forks can be
actuated manually. The
transmission is rotating,
the dual-clutch is also
movable and oil pump
runs along.

Xenon-Headlight (BMW)

Full-LED-Headlight (Mercedes-Benz CLS)

Order no. 810001348

Order no. 810001349
The model shows a
cross-section through
a modern Xenon headlight. The following can
be seen: Control units,
Position light and daytime running light over
two light rings energized
by a light bulb, Lenses,
Cable harness, Ignition
coil, Gas discharge lamp,
Radiation diaphragm.

This model shows a cross
section through a modern
Full-LED-headlight. The
following can be seen:
LEDs, Control units,
Reflector, Lense (projection system – reflection
system), Cable harness,
Turn light.

Full-LED-Headlight (Audi R8)

7-Speed Automatic Transmission (Hybrid)

Order no. 810001350

Order no. 810001351
This model shows a cross
section through a modern
Full-LED-headlight. The
following can be seen:
LEDs, Control units,
Reflector, Lense (projection system – reflection
system), Cable harness,
Turn light.
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With the 6th generation of Mercedes-Benz
automatic transmissions,
the following is achieved:
High shifting comfort,
lightweight construction,
fuel savings and increased driving enjoyment.
The transmission can be
turned easily both from
the drive and also from
the output side.
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Cutaway Models

9-Gear Automatic Transmission NAG 3

Mercedes Cylinder Head M 270 with Camtronic

Order no. 810001352

Order no. 810001354
The 9G-Tronic is an
entirely new electronically controlled automatic
transmission with nine
forward gears and one
reverse gear.

The camshaft can be
deferred by an electrically operated actuator
for changing to a smaller
or larger cam lift. That
serves the fuel saving.

Mercedes Hybrid Electric Motor S 400

Electronic Traction System A-Class AMG

Order no. 810001355

Order no. 810001356
Under this system the
electric engine works together with the combustion engine. The electrical
machine provides motor
torque when boosting or
operates as a generator
in the regenerative braking phase. It also works
as the starter.

The electronic traction
system is an automatically operating system
for improving start-off
and acceleration capabilities on different road
surfaces.

Wet Starting Clutch

Haldex Clutch Of The 4th Generation

Order no. 810001357

Order no. 810001358
The wet starting clutch
is a clutch with a low
rotary inertia, making the
automatic transmission
extremely spontaneous
and dynamic without the
losses that are typical
of power transmission
equipment.

Everything can be
moved; the function
of the clutch can be
well demonstrated by
pressing the friction
disks together. The axial
piston pumps can also be
turned.

Electric Engine (Water Cooled)

Six-Speed ZF Manual Transmission

Order no. 810001359

Order no. 810001360
This is an electric engine
that is installed into cars
powered purely by electricity. It has between 39
and 50 kW and 200 Nm
of torque. The engine
can be turned and the
thick cables, rotor, stator,
water jacket and copper
winding are very attractive aspects.
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A six-speed manual
transmission of the latest
generation by ZF. The
shafts can be rotated and
the box can be shifted
into all gears. The gear
wheels and the synchronisations are easy to recognise. The transmission is installed in the new
Mercedes-Benz C-Class.
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Overhead Models

Wedge-Brake

Multi-Disk Differential Lock

Six-Speed Automatic Transmission (AUDI)

Order no. 810000488

Order no. 810000495

Order no. 810000496

Six-Speed Direct Shift Transmission (VW)

7-Speed Duplex Clutch
Transmission (VW)

Gear Changing Device for
Duplex Clutch Transmission

Order no. 810000497

Order no. 810000498

Order no. 810000499

High-Pressure Fuel Pump TSI
(FSI)

Duplex Clutch for Direct Shift
Transmission

Direct Shift Transmission for
Motorbikes (Honda)

Order no. 810000500

Order no. 810000502

Order no. 810000503

Common Rail High-Pressure
Pump (DELPHI)

Common Rail Injector

Controlled Oil Pump
(Duocentric)

Order no. 810000504

Order no. 810000505

Order no. 810000506
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Others and Accessories

T-VARIA Cart

Order no. 111010010

The modular system for practice-oriented and student-compliant presentation of the
required lesson contents. The training content and targets required for car electrics
can be taught quickly and in a practice-oriented and student-specific manner. The
design with bilateral operation is particularly suitable for student group work. Device boards for many subject areas available.

T-VARIA Single Desk Frame

Order no. 111010006

To mount one T-Varia system board (The system board shown in the picture is not
supplied).

Power Supply Unit 3-15 V, 40/60 A

Order no. 110138100

Lab power supply unit 3-15 V and 40 A / 60 A with LED display for voltage and
current. This unit Specifications an electrically separated, linear-control DC output
that is short-circuit-proof and isolated from the housing. The output voltage can be
adjusted continuously from 3 to 15 V via potentiometer and is displayed by a digital
instrument. In addition the output voltage may be fixed at 13.8 V by means of a
switch. The output current is electronically limited to 40 A / 60 A.

Power Supply Unit TS05

Order no. 112050005

Ideal for use with THEPRA laboratory trainers - 12 VDC constant. The THEPRA power supply TS05 is designed specifically for use with THEPRA laboratory trainers. It
provides a constant 12 VDC output voltage at a current of Imax 3 A.

Power Supply Unit TS10

Order no. 112050010

Specifically designed for automotive electronics. 0 - 15 V DC variable, 5 VDC constant . The THEPRA power supply unit TS10 can be specially used in many ways in
car electronics. Along with the variable 0 - 15 VDC voltage output and the constant
5 VDC voltage output. As standard outputs are 0...15 VDC (Imax 3 A) and separate
5 VDC (Imax 1 A) available. The connectors are made of 4 mm safety sockets. The
power supply is characterised by its simple operation. The output voltage can be
pre-selected and corrected with a multifunctional switch. The large display presents
all information in a well-structured manner.
Power Supply Unit TS30 with Function Generator

Order no. 112050030

The THEPRA power supply unit TS30 can be specially used in many ways in car
electronics. Along with the variable 0 - 15 VDC voltage output and the constant 5
VDC voltage output, this laboratory power supply offers the option of controlling
components with pulse width modulation up to 3 A. In addition to this, a flexible
function generator is available with signal output.
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Others and Accessories

T-VARIA Electric Mirrors

Order no. 111025510

The mirrors can be quickly and easily attached to the T-VARIA panel Door Module
with CAN Bus (order no. 111025500) using the supplied knurled nuts. The connection is made by inserting the cable in the respective control unit directly at the
window motor.

Car Body Model

Order no. 523100001

The didactical car on basis of a real car chassis shows the following subjects according to the list below. For that purpose the car will be dismantled, cut and supplied with a number of additional body parts. A manual describing the indexed and
numbered examples on the car below is supplied. All examples are numbered and
indexed in a manual so that the parts may be identified and demonstrated easily.
The car body will be supplied with the original wheels on to allow measurements
but in addition on castor wheels to be movable in the workshop.

Load Unit

Order no. 115013110

The device must be connected to the vehicle battery. Up to 10 glow plugs can be
connected to the load unit as electrical loads. This leads to a rapid discharge of the
battery and allows to demonstrate the charging management of a vehicle effectively.

Measuring Value Decoupler

Order no. 138099050

The opto-electronic decoupler is wired-in between the measuring value system and
the students‘ measuring desks. The two necessary 37-pole connecting lines are
permanently connected to the measuring value decoupler and are therefore always
part of the supply. Both lines are 3 m long. The end of the 37-pole line, which leads
to the students‘ measuring desks, is equipped with three 37-pole socket plugs (parallel interfaces). Thus, students‘ measuring desks to be connected can be combined
either serially or parallel.

Students Measuring Desk

Order no. 138099200

The 4 mm sockets are intended for measuring value retrieval. One measuring desk
consists of: the universal student‘s base plate the circuit diagram mask for specific
systems which is simply placed on the student‘s base plate a line with 37 poles. The
right line is simultaneously the line for the next student‘s measuring desk. This,
only one line per measuring desk is necessary. The red sockets always have the
voltage of the board terminals 30 and 15; the black sockets have ground potential.
The white sockets have voltages for specific systems such as occur on the pins of
the control unit plugs of the computer unit or of the original system. A
Universal Error Switchgear

Order no. 138099085

The universal error switchgear is connected to the computer unit or the measuring-value supplying system. All computer units are wired accordingly. Up to 60
errors can be switched - also several at once. The error switchgear can be used to
generate line interruptions and shunts (300 ? parallel). However, only such lines
and measuring points are affected for specific systems that do not endanger the
computer unit or the original system when using error circuits. The computer unit
or the original system are wired accordingly.
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Others and Accessories

Track Laser Measuring Device

Order no. 120016500

This laser device shows its true strengths in the workshop every day. Whether after
repair jobs, the ideal toe-in adjustment, or as a quick measuring instrument during
maintenance, this device will convince you through easy handling and precision.
Even long vehicles such as Sprinter, Ducato or Crafter can be measured quickly,
because the measurement can be performed comfortably on the floor. For particularly large vehicles and trucks there are also adapters available, allowing measurement of up to a rim size of 32 inches.

Pinbox with Measuring Sockets

Order no. 138200040

Available for 100/150/200 channels. Up to 12 pin boxes can be connected at once.

Error Circuit box

Order no. 138200100

With firmly connected control unit adaptor or universal plug connectors. Lockable
with a lid. Interruption for toggle switch with 100/150/200 channels.

Interrupter Box

Order no. 138300050

With firmly connected control unit adaptor or universal plug connectors. Lockable
with a lid. Interruption of jumper with 50/100/150/200 channels. Additional introduction of: transfer and load impedance.

Breakout Box 155M

Order no. 570001550

The Breakout Box 155M is a 155-channel failure simulation box. This box has been
designed in order to be able to simulate faults in automotive electronic engine
management systems for petrol or diesel engines. With this system, signals of a
running engine can be measured or disconnected from the engine computer. Each
channel is modified with an integrated fuse for safety. The box is placed in serial
connection with the system, so each signal must pass through the Failure Simulation Box. Two integrated red LED’S can be connected to all signals like fuel injectors,
relays, ignition etc.
18 Pin Breakout Box with Rubber Case

Order no. 574210018

This 18 pin parallel breakoutbox must be used together with all our y-cables. These
y-cables can be used between a sensor and a cable connector. In this way we can
measure all signals while the sensor is still in function and the motormangement
or other systems still work in a correct way. No need to peirce into cables or use
paperclips. The best way to measure signals without damaging wires, terminals or
connectors.
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